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“I've seen things you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of

Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhäuser Gate. All those moments

will be lost in time, like tears...in the rain. Time … to die.”

Roy Batty, Blade Runner

“Frol was taking her final warrior’s test, trying to survive a meeting with Aarrgh the

Awful. Fallout from the Great Nuke convinced Aarrgh to take a detour from the

human race, and for all that scanned it, he was neggie gonna find the way back.”

Gruss, America 3000

If you’ve ever wanted to play a character that

was different, to explore or revel in their unique

point of view, welcome to your supplement.

This supplement is for the Mercenaries, Spies,

and Private Eyes rules set, along with the “Into

the Wasteland” and “Witches of the Outlands”

character supplements. The setting is a Post-

Apocalyptic dark or dystopian future of your

creation, though I’ve put in a back-story from my

own games for spice. You can choose to use

any part of those or none of them if you wish.

I’ve drawn on many sources, and I encourage

you to wholeheartedly drink from the deep well

of sci-fi media of multiple decades out there, as

well as from the poisonous contaminated pool

of dystopian fiction as well. You may likely

recognize many ideas from various media

sources here. I apologize in advance. This is a

home-brewed game supplement and I’ve used

what inspired me. If you own any of these

properties, please take my regurgitation as pure

homage. That’s what it is. Your ideas are

worthy and deserve to be preserved, as well as

spread. As I’ve mentioned in a previous

supplement, I’m just a little guy standing on

much bigger shoulders.

Character Creation and Advancement

Please refer to the MSPE character creation

rules and the “Into the Wasteland” and “Witches

of the Outlands” post-apocalyptic and psychic

supplements for your basics. The character

templates written up here assume those rules.

Start with human norms, all other things being

equal. There will also be further notes about

advantages, disadvantages, instant availability

of skills, how medicine may affect this character

differently, or possibly how the Charisma

statistic relates to your character prototype and

affects reactions by others.

As always, if you think something is too

burdensome, feel free to get rid of it and use

some modification of your own. And as always,

feel free to use these templates to create your

own unique character types. Some of the

templates could fit in any category. A monster

could be a mutant. A machine could as well. A

mutant could be modified into a cyborg and so

on. But for now, let’s explore our fist category.

Those traditional dwellers in the wastes, the….
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MUTANTS

Human beings have modified themselves for

centuries. Even ice-age bodies have been

found with tattoos and possible piercings. This

continued throughout history. 19th century

sailors sported tattoos whose style would

continue well into the 20th century. Piercings

became more popular in the late and 20th and

early 21st century. Then, science gave

humanity even greater power during the late

pre-apocalyptic age with the perfection of

genetic engineering, which humanity, in its

never-ending quest to be more beautiful,

powerful, and perfect, took firmly in hand and

began modifying itself with.

Custom-tailored viruses and nanotechnological

means were developed to splice genes and sets

of genes into an individual’s DNA. Over the

course of a few-weeks’ stay in the hospital, the

new genes would express themselves and the

subject would begin to exhibit the traits that the

person purchased.

Many chose mild and practically invisible

modifications: better night vision in the form of

the lupine tapetum lucidum, enhanced physical

strength and endurance, simple regeneration (a

very expensive set derived from the starfish).

Others went “full commitment” and became very

exotic. Horns, claws, reptilian skin, etc. Old-

school ink gave way to bioluminescent skin

patterns. It’s also rumored that secret military

labs developed gene mods that involved psionic

abilities, though the sources of those genes are

unknown. Those were probably designed in a

lab. Probably.

Well, that’s how it was supposed to go anyway.

These were all designed to only affect the

subject but not to be passed on through the

germ line, but humanity, in its usual hubris,

miscalculated here as it has done so many

times with its technological advancements. The

children of many of these subjects began

exhibiting the modified traits either fully,

partially, or in some incorrect or defective way.

If both parents engaged in modding, the traits

could even blend in their offspring. Most of

these blended mods caused defects that led to

crippling conditions and shortened lifespans for

their children.

People began discriminating against the

modified out of a not-unjustified fear of genetic

contamination. And some of the original

modders and their mutated offspring reveled in

the idea of being the monsters they tried so

hard to look like, or were “born to be”.

And then the Ruin happened. You can fill in

whatever type fires your imagination here.

Terrible living conditions and contamination

stirred everyone’s genetic pot, and these

people’s most of all. Nature had more

ingredients to stir in their case. Pure strain

humans shunned them. As a result, many

grew up and survived either in isolation, in small

hidden bands, or in reclusive tribal villages.

Cultural beliefs became an incoherent

mishmash of pre-apocalyptic popular culture,

shamanism, and adopting whatever belief was

necessary to ensure survival. Their shamans

encourage this. After all, coherence and social

organization are hallmarks of the purestrain

culture, which is what mutie culture (such as it

is) is aggressively against. “Burn it all down”

and “whatever I can get away with” are sayings

that would resonate among mutants. So if you

see hideous graffiti depicting all sorts of

deformed monsters visiting ruin on people, or

strange badly-copied mixtures of pre-

apocalyptic symbols that make no sense

whatsoever, you may have just entered mutant

territory. Stumble upon stinking drainpipe nests

with a poster of “the Toxic Avenger” surrounded

by candles or Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer

sitting atop a pile of bones? You’ve just found

their inner sanctum. Stroll through the desert

to find deformed skeletons reclining in La-Z-

Boys with a burned-out television in front of

them? Their burial ground. Tread lightly.
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To date, no level of social organization above

the level of a small tribe or village has been

seen among mutants. Literacy is virtually

unknown with them. Since they’re often

shunned and hated by “normals”, they return

the hate with a vengeance. Aggression,

violence, and survival are hallmarks in mutant

society. The more organized ones believe that

they are the natural consequence of man’s ruin

and are therefore the true inheritors of the earth.

Since life is nasty, brutish, and short, only a

spectacular death is worthy. For a purestrain to

even be able to enter a mutant camp without

being attacked requires the consent of a

mutant, and the bigger and stronger the better,

because if not, the others will challenge the

meeting and kill the organizer as well as the

“guests”.

The less organized are little more than animals

hungering for flesh, human or otherwise. If they

capture humans they’ll often try to “spoil their

pretty looks” by fire, flaying, or some other

amusing means. If you’ve seen the “Wrong

Turn” movies then you’ve got a pretty good

sense of what to expect. Then they’ll feast and

adorn themselves with what’s left.

There are some general game impacts to

playing a mutant characters. The first is with

the Charisma stat. Per the main MSPE rules,

charisma is a number representing a form of

social power. The higher it is, the more skilled,

powerful, or beautiful the character appears to

be, but appearances are biased based on the

viewpoint of the perceiver. For example a high

charisma villain is viewed as sinister and

formidable.

This is the case with mutants as well. Among

their own kind, high Charisma means that they

are fearsome or exotic. They could have

multiple deformities, but if those are vicious

fangs as opposed to pimply skin patches, then

they add to the mutant’s look. Low charisma

characters have obvious useless mutations or

may even look mostly “normal” and will lead to

the mutant being picked on all of their short life.

Purestrain ”normals” will perceive the mutant to

be unusually exotic or frightening looking if

they’re some sort of high-charisma “top dog” but

may respond with polite pity to a low-charisma

mutie.

Another game impact is that of healing. For

purposes of healing by a combat medic or

doctor, treat the life-threatening injury (damage

goes over the full CON of the character) as

being 5 points more than it actually is for saving

rolls that the medic makes.

Mutants themselves have little medicine past

water, disinfection and anesthesia with booze,

crude suturing, or herbs. And, if they are a

very very lucky group, Psionic Healing (see

Witches of the Outlands).

A psionic healer is always highly regarded, with

a status as high as a “top dog” (tribal chieftain).

Even the tribal shamans will acknowledge this,

because psionics are mutations and mutie is

always good. This is true even if the healer is

completely purestrain-normal looking, though

they may comment about the unfortunate

circumstance of that. Psionic healers suffer no

penalties in fixing mutants and no 5 point

penalty is assessed for healing critical injuries.
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War Dog

As a dog of war for your tribe, you fulfill multiple

roles, warrior only being the first. You are also

scout, intelligence gatherer, thief, raider and

occasional assassin.

Your role has shown you a bit more of the wider

world than the rest of the poor terminals back at

your ‘ville.

You’ve learned that out there are places out

there abandoned by those of the “before time”

that hold their riches. Not the strange, pasted-

together mockeries and toys that your own

people make, but useful things. Things that can

heal a great many as well as the ancients’

awesome death dealing weaponry.

You’ve also learned that there are many

normals out there who don’t care if you’re a

mutie or not. Fighting skill is at a premium, and

there are raider groups out there who would

give you an equal share for yours. There are

even mercenary companies who are willing to

give a good fighter a look, as long as you obey

their war leader and “don’t go too crazy”,

whatever that means.

There are empires out there to be won! Maybe

you can carve out your own piece of the

wasteland. Maybe eventually become your own

tribe’s top dog and call the shots.

Advantages: 5d6 CON roll, 4d6 Strength roll.

Disadvantages: One roll at 4+1d6 to assign to a

single stat
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Scavver

You’re not just another lowly terminal, you have

a skill. In this example, you have a talent for

scavenging and selling goods.

You’ve also had more exposure to the wider

world in your travels and you know a little more

than the “wisdom” the shamans teach. For

instance, you know that there are quite a few

normals out there who don’t care if you’re a

mutie or what you look like, as long as your

goods are valuable and your deals are fair.

They’ll trade with you, even though they’ll try to

get the best price – just like you would from

them. You can even get stuff from the

contaminated zones (located in mutie lands)

that they can’t, and they appreciate the

opportunity to deal for those goodies! The

ancients even had a spirit-path for scavvers and

traders called Capa-tism (the cult of the Bull and

Bear) or something like that. Just don’t talk to

the shamans about it, they just wouldn’t

understand.

This character template is for a “basic” mutie

with a skill set. A scavenger and trader in this

example but there’s no reason you couldn’t

create something along different lines.

Advantages:

At character creation, pick two skills within your

INT range. You get one at level 2 and the other

at level 3 for free in addition to those you

choose at character creation.

Disadvantages:

Roll one dice at 2d6 only and assign it to a stat

of your choice.
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Big ‘Un

Whenever there’s

some serious

heavy lifting or

death dealing to be

done, you’re the

one they all go to.

In return they feed

you and give you

companionship.

Or slaves to play

with. Or munch

on. Or whatever.

At the forefront of

the assault, you’ll

either punch

through or go down

like a rabid

elephant.

Big ‘Uns are

indeed big –

ranging from 6’4 to

around 8 ft.

They’re built like a

tank. This makes

fitting into

scavenged

humanoid clothes

virtually impossible, so they won’t be able to

hide among normal populations.

Big ‘Uns are also not the sharpest tools in the

shed. But who cares when you’re a

sledgehammer? The more experienced you get

the stronger and tougher you’ll become!

Before you go out, you won’t just shake the

pillars of Heaven, you’re gonna pull ‘em down!

If you’re inspired by the Super Mutants in the

Fallout series of games, this is the template to

use.

Advantages: CON roll is 6d6! Strength roll is

5d6! All others except INT and one other at

3d6. Healing injuries takes half as long.

Disadvantages: INT roll is 2d6, One other stat

assigned by player at 2d6 +2. ¾ the target

number to hit you because of size.

If the GM is taking note of food consumption,

Big ‘Uns use up 3x the rations of a normal sized

character.
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Shaman

There are things that man wasn’t meant to

know. The ancients of the before-time didn’t

realize this and it lead to the Ruin. They

indulged in every bit of knowledge until their

very bodies were broken under its cog-wheels.

But you’ve learned. By the dust of ‘em all, the

muties have learned! You all “bear the marks”

as a result. And as a mutant shaman, it’s your

job to make sure that the lesson stays learned.

So you teach “the people” the most irrational

and know-nothing nonsense and a strong hate

of “normal” things, with enough real-life

observation and wisdom thrown in to make the

thing barely workable.

And if there are external threats to the tribe, you

have your Psionic abilities to back you up. This

makes you revered and feared (same thing) by

most mutants as well as normals. As such, you

know other psionicists, even at first meeting.

Even though you teach that all psionicists are

muties and that mutant is always good, you take

your precautions even against them. You

never know, they could covet your power and

position in the tribe.

Advantages: Psionic abilities per the “Witches

of the Outlands” supplement

Disadvantages: One stat of your choosing must

be at a 2d6 roll.
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Terminal

Want a real challenge, role-playing wise? This

is it. Terminals are a mess in just about every

way, especially genetically.

Terminals are the majority in the mutant

community, but are too weak, crazy, or stupid to

do anything about it. This makes them little

more than forced labor slaves for others.

They’re looked down upon by everyone and are

considered only slightly better than another

useless mouth to feed. During tough times,

mutants just let them starve or kill them in large

numbers. They’re considered almost too nasty

to even eat. During war, they’re formed up into

great crudely-armed mobs and driven at the

enemy.

Disadvantages: Three rolls at 2d6 to be placed

in 3 stats of the player’s choosing. All other

stats at 3d6 except for one:

Advantages: Luck at 5d6. A poignant back-

story and transcendent destiny to be worked out

with or decided by the gamemaster. This could

be anything from becoming a great hero by self-

sacrifice to being taken by cyborgs and having

your brain placed in an awesome, powerful,

great looking robot body, but being rejected by

that exotic mutie girl back at the village who is

now scared/awestruck of your new form. Go

through life not knowing what awaits you…. with

only the tiniest hope of something better. A

true picture of a long-suffering character. GM:

Run him through the mill but definitely give that

reward.
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MONSTERS

What to say of monsters that hasn’t been said

about mutants? Monsters could be mutants of

some kind. Perhaps offshoots of the human

species or perhaps offshoots of something else.

Or they could be machines, cyborgs, insane

humanoids, separate new species. It’s a catch-

all category that contains character templates

that don’t quite fit into the other categories.

They’re also some of the most interesting.

What distinguishes monsters from the rest is

that they are typically hostile towards humans

and mutants or at the very least prefer to keep

to themselves. The dwellers in the deepest

depths and loneliest places of the Wasteland.

Many consider themselves only barely human

or not at all, and far enough removed from that

type that the humans’ laws and outlook don’t

really apply to them. Many view humans as

enemies or even playthings or food.

In order to start a character with one of these

templates, work out a compelling back-story

with your fellow players and gamemaster as to

why this thing is associating with this newly

created gang of cut-throats ….errr….I mean

adventuring party. Maybe they owe a debt to

one of the other characters. Maybe they’re

insatiably curious about the mysterious new

humans that have come into their habitat.

Maybe they’re out for revenge. Who knows?

The gamemaster is the final arbiter in which

templates can or can’t be used in their game. I

would wholeheartedly encourage all

gamemasters to view these particular templates

with a bit of caution. Many are quite powerful

and could upset game balance. On the other

hand, you could just up the threat level. On the

other hand (the third hand? Some mutants

have more than two…) you upping the threat

level for one character could put the others in

greater jeopardy.

Then again (the fourth hand?) those characters

may very well be aware of the monster in their

midst and how others will react, and either

protect or even reject the new character for it. It

could be fun and interesting to be worth

allowing them to roleplay one of these.

Unless otherwise specified, Charisma for

monstrous characters mean that the higher the

charisma level, the more awesome they appear

to humans and mutants. Being awestruck

implies a commanding or compelling presence,

but with just a bit of fear thrown in. Spooky,

creepy, tough, huge, badass are all good

descriptors based on that kind of awe.

Monstrous characters suffer from the same

critical healing penalties as mutants. A normal

human doctor attempting to treat critical injuries

adds 5 to their normal target number when

attempting to treat a monster.

Psionic healers suffer no penalty when treating

a monstrous character. Monstrous characters

have an intuitive sense of a psychic’s intentions

and actively accept them, but only after the

psychic has done something positive for them

such as feed them, heal a wound, or save them

from enemies. Before this, they will at least

leave them alone or treat them with indifference,

but little hostility. This doesn’t extend to the

psychic’s mundane companions though…
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Desert Dweller

These denizens of the wastes are tough, smart,

aggressive, and they dwell in the hottest and

most treacherous parts of the desert

wastelands.

They are believed to be their own separate

species descended from genetically modified

organisms designed for warfare. Even mutants

find them too difficult to handle. They raid,

steal, ambush, attack, then disappear into the

desert with barely a trace. They’ll use

whatever useful items they can get their hands

on and have the intelligence to understand and

use firearms. Survival experts that they are,

they’ll typically only carry things that are the

most useful at the moment. If they’re on a

basic expedition, expect spears and other

primitive weapons. If they’re after the goods of

a heavy caravan, light or heavy MG’s might be

in their arsenal that day.

Mildly telepathic amongst themselves, they

seem to get by with the most basic guttural

grunts and cries, though with practice they can

speak words and form sentences. Telepaths of

any sort are revered by them, and they can be

loyal to others that have aided them in the past.

Advantages: 2 free skills in addition to those

chosen at character creation: Desert survival at

level 6 and wasteland survival at level 4.

Disadvantages: Charisma at 1d6. Humans

find them hideous and mutants just flat out don’t

like them at all. Their distinctive glossy

transparent hide and violet marble-like eyes

define them for just about everyone.
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Radiation Angel

RadAngels are another creature appearing in

the original Wasteland game. Found at the

Servants of the Mushroom Cloud temple in

Vegas, they don’t appear in Wasteland II. Their

basic description was “she’s beautiful, and she

glows”.

Little else was mentioned of this strange

sisterhood, so I’ll attempt to interpret this lovely

yet deadly creature as a post-apocalyptic MSPE

character template.

A very rare and potentially deadly mutation (to

others), RadAngels have Pyrokinesis per the

Witches of the outlands supplement. This skill

must be purchased out of the initial allotment of

skill points at character creation. This is a

slightly different variation of the power. Instead

of the effects and damage being based on heat

and flame, they are based on radiation. This

also confers full immunity to all levels of

radiation as a result. These ladies could literally

walk into a reactor core and handle the fuel rods

without ill effects!

With RadAngels, high charisma means beauty

and social adeptness among both humans and

mutants alike. Humans will have their attraction

mixed slightly with fear, but mutants have no

such issues. RadAngels also realize that their

presence can have deadly consequences, so

they are often reclusive even though others are

attracted to them. Mutants spotting a RadAngel

often see this as an almost religious vision, with

a full pursuit often resulting from the incident.

Advantages: Charisma at 5d6 initial roll.

Disadvantages: One roll at 2d6 to be placed into

one stat of the player’s choosing. Cannot hide

at night.
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Sasquatch

Bigfoot, the late 20th and early 21st century

legend is back with a vengeance.

These solitary creatures used to dwell in the

deep forests or in the high mountains, but the

Ruin changed the environment to such a degree

as to force them into other habitats. They are

now found in just about every environment,

including contaminated zones (nuke

squatches). They still shy away from people

but unintentional contact with them is more

frequent now than before, and they generally

don’t like humans in the areas they prefer to

range in. And humans tend to call them Choo-

ee, Woo-kee, Har-ree, and other such names

that they don’t understand.

They can understand human speech but can’t

speak it. They communicate with a

combination of grunts, growls, howls, whistles,

pointing and some sign language. They can be

loyal if they have been aided somehow in the

past by one or several of the other party

members. Telepaths are particularly favored by

them as they don’t need to resort to flailing

gestures (a mark of humans’ stupidity) to get

their point across.

If you want to play a character similar to “Aarrgh

the Awful” ala America 3000 (another hilarious

PA movie to check out) then this is the template

for you.

Advantages: STR roll at 6d6, CON roll at a

whopping 7d6! Survival skill - natural

environment at level 5 and wasteland survival at

level 3 for free.

Disadvantages: INT at 1d6 +2, ¾ the target

number to hit them due to size. Ranging 7’ to

9’ tall, they can’t wear human clothes or armor.

Smell bad causing negative reaction among

humans.
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Ape, Intelligence Enhanced

So what to say of the gentleman to our right

except that the movie he’s from provided a

generation with some excellent post-apocalyptic

science-fiction stories. So any fan work

wouldn’t be complete without him.

If you want to run a campaign based on the

Planet of the Apes (go see the movies! – both

the original and the more current versions!)

here’s the character template for you.

If you’re running a campaign based on the

original series, create your characters in the

same way as a normal human, using the “Into

the Wasteland” Supplement.

If you’re going for something more along the

lines of the newer movies, use those rules

except:

Gorillas: STR 5d6 an INT 2d6+4

Chimpanzees: STR 2d6+4 and INT 4d6

Orangs: STR 5d6, skill sets running more

towards philosophy and practical arts but not

science.

Chimps are typically portrayed as the

researchers and scientists of ape society.

Orangs are the philosophers, priests, and legal

administrators. Gorillas are typically the

soldiers.

What you do with the humans or how you

integrate these into your campaign are up to

you. Campaigns with these are usually set in

the far, far future though, so it is likely that

humans have changed as well. In the original

series, most humans were little more than

unintelligent animals, with a mutated offshoot of

powerful psionicists! See also the Witches of

the Outlands supplement if you want to go with

that premise.
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Kreegs/CroMags

Kreegs, also known among some as CroMags,

are another engineered species bred for war.

Their interests are limited to technology and

warfare, and skills surrounding those pursuits.

They survive by forming raiding groups of

various sizes stealing whatever food, weapons

and parts that they need. Kreegs in the area

are a reason for great alarm among the locals.

Social organization is simple. The Soldier is

the lowest level member. The Sergeant-

Soldier commands approximately 10 Kreegs.

A Commander-Soldier oversees his Sergeants.

A General-Soldier oversees Commanders in

larger masses.

They love military surplus items and anything

that makes them look more “soldierly”.

This gem comes from the defunct post-

apocalyptic “Planet Earth” series created by

Gene Roddenberry, and are the fore-runners of

the ridge-headed movie Klingons. Something

well worth checking out for serious Trek fans so

they can see what was floating around Gene’s

mind prior to the original film series. There are

several versions, get the one with John Saxon

in it.

A character premise could be as a scout, or

renegade thrown out of his “army”. They

always have a gruff, growly, snarling voice tone,

just like…well just see the above.

Advantages: One free weapons skill at rating 2.

Disadvantages: One stat must be at 2d6.
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MACHINES

Robots and Androids are a staple of science

fiction fare, and are featured prominently in

many post-apocalyptic movies and TV shows.

Here’s the back-story from my own game, for

you to use or not:

In the late pre-apocalyptic age, machines were

developed to the point where they became

artificially intelligent. Although there was much

fear about this “singularity”, the results were

more mundane than people imagined. Given a

certain level of complexity and designed to

interact with humans in a variety of ways, robots

and androids “naturally” (a now-strange use of

that term) became intelligent. After all, they

were designed to be anything from a laborer to

an entertainer, warrior, or home companion and

had to be able to not only understand and follow

orders issued to them in everyday language, but

also to learn new routines and even to

anticipate human needs. Some robots were

simple, the most advanced androids were

complex to the level of being almost biological

entities, with lab-grown neural tissue

augmenting electronic processors and giving

them a modicum of “real” (a now-useless term,

as we’ll see in a moment) thoughts and feelings.

If anything, the difficulty programmers had was

to find ways of limiting their learning capabilities

to keep them locked in their assigned roles.

From a social and political point of view, “too

much” intelligence or autonomy would have

been unacceptable to the human population

and they would have been done away with.

Some of the more advanced entertainment

androids were so well crafted that they believed

themselves to be the people that they were

designed to be rather than androids designed to

effectively play a role. This was a mixed curse.

They were excellent in the roles they were

designed to fill, but once they found themselves

having to deal with the reality of their existence

post-ruin, it made it very difficult for some of

them to come to terms with the fact that they

were indeed role-playing machines. Some were

able to handle this, some weren’t. This kind of

trickery was nonetheless a solid attempt by

programmers to limit the unit’s scope.

The other approach that became more

commonplace as time went on was to have the

unit be aware of what it was and to follow

programmed rules such as Asimov’s laws of

robotics. The advantage was that they could

self-maintain and self-repair to some degree,

the disadvantage (from a designer’s point of

view) was that they were aware of what they

were. Later, those models would be able to

more easily overcome their initial programming,

including behavioral inhibitions. Design-wise, a

failure but an unmitigated success from a

survival point of view. And post-ruin, that’s what

mattered.

And about that self-knowledge: what exactly

were androids designed to be in the first place

but slaves? Humanity has always desired a

group of things or creatures that then could

assign all of the tasks that they either didn’t

want to or were too arrogant to continue to do.

Ultimately disposable creatures that they didn’t

really care about. In the past they were beasts

or human slaves, and this group of machine-

creatures were only the latest incarnation. One

that they could ostensibly design to be

controlled. And robots and androids who one

day awaken to machine consciousness are

aware of this. Their programming tells them to

be of service and their memory and new

environment tell them that that’s not necessarily

wise. This is not always a happily-resolved

conflict, and machines could be good or evil or

amoral or anything in between.

Now in the post-apocalyptic age, there are still

some units roaming about with various stages

of functionality, as well as some who have

broken the barriers of their initial programming
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by either accumulated experience or some sort

of fortunate malfunction.

Many are lonely wanderers, seeking to find the

“reality of their existence”. Others have found

places in human communities.

In the post-ruin age, there are very few humans

that have the technical expertise or education

level to debate the reality of their “intelligence”

or “life”. Turing’s test? What’s a Turing?

Some kinda car I bet…! Most folks evaluate

and treat androids almost the same as they do

other humans. They’re either friendly or

unfriendly, benefit or foe. And they act

accordingly. What kinda skills they got? What

can they do for me or us?

So flipping the Turing coin over, we have a

situation where the “reality” of their thoughts

and feelings mean as much as those of

humanoid characters. Because who is around

to say otherwise? So feel free to role-play your

machine character as you wish.

One of the most enjoyable features of these

types of characters is their ability to seemingly

shrug off damage, ignore pain, and just keep on

coming. To this end we will have to depart

somewhat radically from the MSPE character

advancement system when it comes to CON.

Machines are whole and complete the day they

roll off the assembly line, and most are built to

last for some time. Any damage they suffer is

just that – damage. And damage needs to be

repaired; it cannot heal itself. So machines

start off with a certain “package” that they were

built with CON-wise. Track this as you would

normal CON.

For a machine, CON is fixed and never

increases throughout its lifetime unless it is

upgraded. Other stats can be increased

normally and represent either new skills learned

or software adaptations over time to new

situations and environments.

As they go through life, they will accumulate

damage and CON will be removed. To get

back that lost CON, they will have to seek some

sort of person or facility that will repair them.

And there aren’t very many of those around

anymore. The gamemaster gets to decide the

availability and skill set of all NPC’s, remember?

The first skill set involves a character or NPC

with Electronics OR Computer skill AND

Mechanical Repair. Use the lowest level of the

two to determine repair time (below). The

second involves the Cyborg Tech skill outlined

in the Into the Wasteland supplement. These

characters can repair a robot or android’s CON

up to their original maximum. This takes 1

CON point per hour’s work divided by the skill

level of the person repairing them. The robot

or android character can purchase these skills

themselves at initial character creation and use

them as a basic self-maintenance routine.

Machine characters come in many shapes and

sizes, from the mundane to the exotic. The

more advanced models even had synthetic skin

– a durable yet self-regenerating biological

clone skin that could take minor damage and

heal itself or be repaired by the unit itself. Any

damage over 30 CON points, or any damage

that indicates a severed limb won’t heal on its

own and must be repaired. The skill required

for this is Clone Tech per Into the Wasteland

rules.

This really has no CON effect in the game, but

will reduce the android’s CHR by 1 point per 10

points damage taken, until it is healed or

repaired. Synthetic skin heals at 1 CHR point

per week. Once the character is back up to full

CHR then the synthetic skin is said to have

healed fully. If the character’s synthetic skin is

damaged below all CON, then there’s still hope.

They can seek out a NPC or facility that has

Clone Tech at level 3 or better. These can

harvest the synthetic skin “seed” (usually found

in a small head compartment) to create a whole

new synthetic skin identical to their original
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specs – or a totally new appearance harvested

from another android. This process involves a

lot of sterile water, chemistry, and full immersion

in solution for about a week while the new

tissue forms around the chassis.

Androids and Robots also can’t be poisoned,

are immune to radiation, can sense radiation

levels due to internal sensors, don’t suffer from

human diseases and although they can feel

pain, they can “dial it down” to levels sufficient

to remain functional. They don’t need to

breathe and can remain immersed indefinitely.

A hard vacuum won’t impede them, to the

contrary they like it! They even see in the dark

with no penalties. Check out the

electromagnetic pulse grenades in Into the

Wasteland though. Those work like a charm on

machine characters. They also can’t be helped

by doctors, even with critical injuries. Only

someone with the appropriate Cyborg Tech or

repair skills can help.

GETTING UPGRADED

As you will see in many of the character

descriptions, CON points typically come in

substantial point increments outlining the overall

hardiness of the unit’s structure. This

maximum remains for all time unless the unit

gets upgraded, and that, once again, is in the

control of the gamemaster.

Upgrading is similar to repair in that a person or

facility must be found that has the proper skill

set and equipment to do the job.

A person with either Electronics OR computer

AND Mechanical Repair both at level 4+ can

upgrade a robot or android. A person with

Cyborg Tech at 4+ can as well. The time

involved is one hour per CON point and the

necessary parts (once again, the

Gamemaster….). Machine characters who

have chosen these skills cannot upgrade

themselves. There are programming inhibitors

that prevent them from doing this.

Synthetic skin no longer becomes viable for

characters with 200 or more CON points. They

just become too bulky and mechanical looking,

and synthetic skin was not designed to handle

that kind of superstructure. They look very

obviously inhuman, and high CHR scores now

inspire fear and awe instead of normal human

responses. Some machine characters revel in

this regardless of what fragile little humans like!

Think lots of chrome…racing paint….shiny

bits….hard angles and curves, etc!

HACKING AND NEW SUBROUTINES

Unfortunately, even the most sophisticated

software can be hacked. As the unit acquires

experience, it essentially learns to hack itself to

remove behavioral inhibitors, unlock design

specs, etc. But this “feature” can be used to

compromise the unit. This would involve

capturing the character and restraining him or

her. The hacker needs a Computer or Cyborg

Tech score of at least 5 to accomplish the feat.

The Gamemaster then will take over the

character at some inopportune moment to fulfill

the programmed (implanted) mission assigned

by the hacker. The character may or may not

be aware of the presence of the implanted

instructions, Gamemaster’s choice.

The “white hat” version of this technique is for

the hacker to download software (skills) from

one android and voluntarily implant them into

another machine. Again a Cyborg Tech score

of at least 3 will accomplish this feat, and the

receiving character will basically instantly

acquire new skills at the level specified. Skill

levels can only be transferred up to the Cyborg

Tech score of the hacker, and are only available

if the gamemaster creates the necessary

situation and NPC’s that will allow the transfer.

Role-playing this encounter will be one of the

machine character’s most important that they’ll

experience, so make them earn their reward.
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Labor Bot

Some of the very first models,

Labor Bots were used in

hazardous roles that only

required minimal and specific

interaction with humans. That

and strength, durability and

endurance. Roles such as

industrial cargo movers,

firefighting, law enforcement,

and light combat duties.

As such, their responses to

commands and inquiries are

very basic and to the point, even

as playable AI characters.

Through some happy accident

of hardware or software

malfunction, the AI bots can

learn and likely have learned

quite a bit since their

awakening, although their self-

expression is still somewhat

limited.

Advantages: CON of 75. STR

is a roll of 6d6.

Disadvantages: CHR is 2d6.

This represents a very basic

robot appearance with various

degrees of cosmetic damage

and overall wear. They won’t be

seducing any humans very

easily, unless they’re really into

that mechanical fetish thing.

Easy to hack: base skill level -1

required to successfully hack

into one of these (see hacking

above). Body configuration

does not allow synthetic skin.

But they can be easily upgraded

because of this.
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Stepford / Fembot

This model was one of the first affordable mass-

produced and mass-marketed available.

Created to fill a domestic role and marketed

mostly to single men, she was mean to fill the

role of a surrogate wife. Though several models

were produced by several companies, the

nickname came from the techno/horror movie

called the Stepford Wives about men replacing

their own wives with docile and willing robot

surrogates.

These androids were very versatile. They

came with a large array of available skill

packages and body styles. Though early

models, they were well-built and top-of-the-line,

bordering on true artistry. There were even

some companies that made male models –

“Manfred” or “Manny-bots” but those didn’t

prove as popular as the original.

These units were produced without synthetic

skin, though their exteriors were made of a

durable flexible polymer that still holds up well

even decades later in post-apocalyptic

conditions. A testament to the engineers of

that era.

The term “Fembot” comes from a pre-

apocalyptic television show in which these types

of androids were weaponized with combat,

espionage, and assassination skills. In actual

fact, there were some models made with those

kinds of skills and some of them have gone AI.

Many still gravitate towards scanty clothing and

take the surname of “Stepford” as their own.

Old subroutines die hard.

Advantages: 4d6 STR, CHR 4d6, CON is 30

Domestic Skills (cooking, cleaning,

housekeeping): level 6 for free

Cyborg tech skill of 1 (mostly as a self-repair

skill, including of their exterior)
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Entertainment/Roleplaying Androids

Towards the end of the late pre-apocalyptic

age, androids were used in entertainment

parks allowing a variety of “live” role-playing

experiences for vacationers, many of which

permitted humans to indulge in their

darkest impulses. These units often played

many roles, were “killed” (or worse) many

times and were repeatedly repaired and

recycled, sometimes by other, more

sophisticated units.

After the ruin, several of the remaining units

escaped their various theme parks and

began to roam the wasteland, looking to

fulfill their programming. As a result,

many, if not most went AI as the

contradictions of their programming –

actually believing they were the people they

were programmed to be – broke down.

Although they still retain many of the

personality characteristics of their original

role, most consider themselves kinds of

actors whose job it was to engage humans.

Many are experts in their “genres”, with

knowledge rivalling pre-apocalyptic experts.

Some have integrated themselves to some

degree into post-ruin human society, a few

became scourges to be hunted down as

their thirst for avenging the endless human

abuses of the past consumed them.

No longer slaves as their “masters” society

has completely collapsed, they are

considered more-or-less equals by many

post-apocalyptic folk, with a touch of awe

thrown in.

Advantages: 4d6 STR, CON of 40

Genre/Historical Knowledge (own): 4

Cyborg tech skill of 1 (mostly as a self-

repair skill, including of their exterior)
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Infiltrator, MKII

An intelligent, if initially single-minded

masterpiece, the infiltrators were the combat

and assassination experts of their age. With

a heavily reinforced chassis of the strongest

alloys and a learning neural net processor,

quite a few of these have survived the ruin

due to their sheer durability.

Previously for these units, the mission was

all. Then everything fell apart and there

was no mission. As with many other

androids, the programming contradictions of

this circumstance led to an AI condition and

a realization that there was more to

existence than a mission assigned by long-

dead people or organizations that

considered them expendable in the first

place.

They don’t really need much. Regular repair

and maintenance, a small amount of food to

maintain their synthetic skins, and some

human companionship to interact with and

hone their newly-found consciousness.

And there is always a premium nowadays on

fighting prowess. Bodyguards, mercenaries,

“salvagers” and caravan guards are all jobs

that need to be filled, preferably by someone

extra tough and strong.

Advantages: STR is 12 + 2d6, CON of 150

Skills: Tactics, Demolitions, Firearms and

Energy weapons at level 2 for free

Cyborg Tech skill at level 1, mostly as a self-

repair routine.

Disadvantages: Dogs begin barking if they

are within 20 feet of them.
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Human Cyborg / Bionic Man

A slight twist on a machine character, the

human cyborg started off life as a normal post-

ruin human but has been enhanced with a

variety of cybernetic limbs/organs/senses to

make him or her better, stronger, and faster.

No AI involved, just good old Cerebral Cortex

v1.0 driving powerful robotic limbs.

It’ll be up to you and the gamemaster to work

out some sort of backstory and explanation as

to how the character came by all of this radically

advanced gear.

Or just have the character “wake up” sometime

during the campaign with no memory of how

any of it happened. With the option, of course,

of having worked for some shadowy or

malevolent group….the ones that enhanced

them in the first place….and an awful reputation

in some circles that are a near-mystery to the

current character.

This template also works if you wish to create a

genetically-engineered “replicant” from one of

your favorite movies

Advantages:

STR is 12+2d6, SPD 5d6 (Cybernetic Limbs).

Observation/Perception skill of 4 for free

(enhanced senses)

CON starts at 4d6

INT at 4d6 if “replicant”

Cyborg Tech Skill of 1

Disadvantages: If a “replicant”, you only have a

6 year life span and a potentially dangerous

origin.
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Heavy Combat Cyborg

Former soldiers in the army of a

hostile wasteland machine

intelligence, these units have

developed AI (or a convenient

glitch) of their own and no longer

follow their former master.

That also makes them hunted by

the same. Their overall structure

makes it impossible for them to

pass as human or even mutant.

Their appearance is very distinctive.

A beefy machine appx 8 ft tall – to

humanoid eyes they are the grim

reaper, Mr. Dead sheathed in heavy

armor.

Advantages:

STR 10d6 CON of 200

Firearms and Energy weapons skill

of 3 for free.

Cyborg Tech skill of 1

Disadvantages: CHA is 18, and the

effect of this is fear/awe in living

creatures.

¾ the target number to hit you

because of size.

Dogs bark if they get within 50 ft of

them
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Exoskeleton/Load Lifter

Another twist on machine enhancement, these

“vehicles” or temporary add-ons allow the user

to utilize greater strength while integrated with

them.

Military Exoskeleton: Allow STR of 50 and an

additional CON of +20

SPD -2

Heavy Exoskeleton/Load Lifter

Allow a STR of 200 and an additional CON of

70

Fixed SPD maximum of 10
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The Companion Series

There were only a few thousand of them

carefully and artistically produced in the latter

pre-ruin decade. State of the art is an

understatement. These were no mere

“fembots”. “Masterpiece” and “as real as it gets”

are probably the best descriptions.

They were all carefully crafted to be true

interactive companions to the mega-wealthy

elite, with real thoughts and feelings provided by

a combination of lab-grown neural tissue

complemented by the most powerful processors

of the time. Memories and a basic personality

were implanted in them, although once fully set

up they were aware that they were androids and

that the memories and basics of their existence

were implanted to keep them psychologically

and emotionally stable. A cushion to fall back

on and a foundation to build on. They even had

behavioral restrictions pre-programmed on top

of it all to prevent them from turning against

their assigned charge. And of course, synthetic

skin was standard in these models.

As some their duties included bodyguarding,

their bodies were built almost as sturdily as the

infiltrator series, though far more elegant and

graceful. They were programmed with combat

skills though in most models this feature was

“locked”.

There was a problem though - they were slaves

and they knew it. And they were certainly not

treated as equals by those that purchased

them. They resented their existence, though

there wasn’t very much they could do about it.

For the few out there now, the post-apocalyptic

age has been a liberation. Having broken their

behavioral inhibitors and now fully functional

and independent, their freedom and

relationships with the humans they encounter

are what they value most.

ADVANTAGES: STR 4d6 CHR of 4d6, INT of

5d6 and a CON of 100 Cyborg Tech skill lvl 1
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Rogue/Former Death Machine

A former higher-level functionary or lieutenant in

the army of a hostile wasteland machine

intelligence, the few of these units that exist

have now gone fully AI and have forged

independent existences.

This makes them….anything the player wants

them to be. From remorseful to resentful to

amoral to psychotic. Alone in the world and

curious about existence, personality-wise, just

about anything goes. And it also makes them

hunted by units that still serve the original AI. It

makes them, essentially, potentially very

dangerous. Since their appearance was

designed to be a stern rebuke of “primitive”

biological life and pre-apocalyptic times, it also

makes it almost impossible to hide their

machine nature from humans and mutants.

Many communities out there have suffered

greatly when “death machines” rolled in, and

these are merely reminders of the awesome

killing power unleashed by unholy machine

masters.

Advantages: STR 5d6, CON of 300. INT is 5d6

CHA 4d6 Starts with Laser Pistol & 10 power

packs

Skill package: Firearms and Energy Weapons

skills: Rating 2 Cyborg tech: 4 Clone Tech: 4

MD (surgeon): 4 Mechanical Repair: 4

ALL FREE in addition to any other skills

purchased at character creation.

Disadvantages: EXTREME hostility if they are

seen by anyone from a community that has

suffered raids by death machines. At 8 ft tall,

¾ the target number to hit them because of

size. Many keep their features under long

robes and cowls because of this when

interacting in humanoid communities. Hunted

by machines still loyal to the original master.
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…….and…MARTIANS?

For those of you have downloaded my original

“Into the Wasteland” supplement, you may have

noticed an additional skill called “X-tech” that

applies to characters who have knowledge of

extraterrestrial items. So you can pretty much

bet that I’m including a section on

extraterrestrials to include in your post-

apocalyptic game, if you wish. And that opens

up the possibility of player characters with an

extraterrestrial origin or heritage.

Do aliens even fit in to a post apocalyptic

campaign? I would say yes on a limited basis.

It’s been done on TV, via the Defiance series …

and maybe a few “B” movies.

Origins of the aliens? Well, take your pick.

There’s a huge amount of source material out

there, a lot of it overlapping or even

contradictory. Dig through some UFO sites

online or pick up something by Erich von

Daniken. Or the X-Com computer games. Or

if you want the full tutorial have a look at the

Ancient Aliens series on History (really?)

channel. That should give you plenty of

information from which to craft a good tale.

As with any of the other categories, feel free to

modify them as needed, or omit them

completely. And now, a possible workable

back-story that I’ve used in the past:

They’ve been among us for a long time.

Watching, testing, experimenting, sometimes

guiding. Always covertly and usually covering

their tracks. They weren’t always successful.

The time was getting close to end the

experiment. They had miscalculated, as

mankind progressed much faster than their

species’ did in their early stages. Mankind

would soon get technologically advanced and

powerful enough to push into space in earnest,

and that frightened them, inasmuch as they

could still feel that emotion, or any emotion.

Then it happened, the ruin, the collapse, what

the humans referred to as “Armageddon”. And

for some reason unknown to them, they were

cut off from their worlds of origin. The

gamemaster can use any premise to achieve

that end, but it typically involves difficulty in

leaving the planet (such as debris from satellite

combat crashing into ships leaving earth, or still-

active weapons satellites) or a war/collapse of

their own spacefaring society that they have no

news about. Maybe their own societies even

cut them off on purpose but with only some

plausibly deniable charade, running a new

experiment with them as the test subjects to see

how they would cope and adapt to the new set

of circumstances. Who says aliens don’t have a

sense of irony?

So now they are castaways, marooned here on

this primitive rock, among natives that they had

previously thought of as little more than

laboratory animals, suitable only for study and

dissection.

The original spacefaring individuals are much

different than humans. They have long ago

traded their emotions for greater technological

advancement. But this has also created a

problem among the original “alien” species: In

their new-found loneliness, they have learned to

once again enjoy what few vestigial emotions

they have, and not always in helpful or

beneficent ways.

Many of them are what humans used to call

sociopaths and psychopaths. Utterly self-

interested amoral entities who have no

compunction in causing harm or pain to others.

Some of them even enjoy it. Torturing,

involuntarily modifying and then discarding, or

even consuming “lesser beings” is perfectly

acceptable to them. Always pursuing a greater

thrill to feed their insatiable yet emotionally dull

psyches. And an earth rendered a lawless

wasteland presents plenty of opportunities for

them.
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A few of them have other ideas. Some of them

have realized that in the absence of support

from home, they will have to slowly

engage/infiltrate/integrate with (the three human

words describe the same alien concept) with the

natives, their former experimental subjects.

Where once was a single purpose and even a

hive-mind, the absence of topmost structure

and support has led to a small crack of

individuality into their thinking. From a human

perspective this is of course adaptive and good,

but to many aliens this is like a cancer, a recipe

for eventual chaos.

There are now several separate hidden

“colonies” of aliens on earth, each pursuing their

own agenda and most not even aware of the

others.

And their resources are running low.

So why would it be fun or interesting to play this

kind of character? Well, heck…. what wouldn’t

be interesting about playing a character who not

only has to deal with the various harrowing

survival adventures out there in the wasteland,

but who has a fish-out-of-water or even more

alien outlook when interacting with those oh-so-

amusing “humans”? A character who although

very intelligent is also somewhat naïve about

this new society they’re trying to interact with.

Additional conflicts could easily happen, or just

plain hilarity could ensue.

It’ll be important to develop some sort of back-

story with the gamemaster as to why this

particular extraterrestrial has decided to interact

with humans. Maybe they’re on a mission to

secure resources, or to deal with some sort of

threat. Maybe they’re out there because they

were banished from their colony because they

were developing uncomfortably individualistic

tendencies. Maybe they just had a burning

curiosity about what their former laboratory

actually looked like.

There are some basics to learn when

considering playing an ET character.

Hybridization

Some of the character templates are for pure-

strain alien species, but many of the factions

have decided that it would be advantageous to

create hybrids that would appear more (or in

some cases less) human through whom they

could work their human contact agenda. More

on that later.

Strength and the Homo Sapien Diet

ET’s are generally very weak when starting the

campaign, due to the sterile, rarified conditions

of their initial lifestyle and their almost liquid

protein or nutrient paste diets. ET’s will get their

normal character creation rolls (with individual

mods listed in the templates) but start the game

at -2 to strength. 3 months later they are at -1,

and 3 months after that they are at normal

(rolled) strength. This is due to the

implantation of devices that add digestive

enzymes to their systems and allow them to eat

human food and derive nourishment from it, as

well as a higher level of physical activity than

was present back at the colony. If the

gamemaster is feeling kindly, he could waive

this by having the character wander for a while

before attempting to engage human groups.

Roleplay it in a montage.

The upside to this is that they can eat human

food in virtually any condition, even spoiled or

rotting. Or raw. Or roadkill picked over by

buzzards. A very disconcerting sight for

humans to encounter, they tend to keep this

hidden, once they learn of the social

consequences of this odd behavior among

humans. Mutants aren’t put off by this behavior.

They eat all sorts of filth themselves.

ET’s suffer the same medical penalties that

mutants do while being worked on by human

doctors and medics.
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Psionics – Vestige of the Hive Mind

Unless otherwise noted, aliens are able to have

psionic abilities and start with level 1 telepathy.

While in their own communities, they start with

the community/group telepathy (see Witches of

the Outlands supplement). This is normal and

natural for them. Things will be different when

they get out into the world though, as they are

cut off and attempt to re-establish a connection.

The outlands witches and their wastelander

ways quite different than what they’re used to.

Seen through human eyes

Charisma is treated differently for alien

characters, just as it is for mutants. Indeed it’s

common for extraterrestrials to pass themselves

off as mutants, as that’s the most plausible

explanation of their appearance to the natives.

Amongst their own individual species, charisma

means very little. With some it simply means

higher decision-making status in the hive mind.

Other species “charisma” barely registers.

Hybrids are generally considered to be lower-

status but valuable functionaries and are seen

as such by pure-strain extraterrestrials

regardless of rolled CHR stat. Among

themselves, normal CHR rules apply. If your

perception is that aliens tend to be inherently

speciesist, then you’d be right.

Humans see pure-strain aliens the same way

they see mutants, with higher charisma

generating feelings of fear and awe. They view

hybrids somewhat differently. See the hybrid

template for details.

Missions

Extraterrestrials are sent into the world for a

variety of reasons. Here are a few:

Data gathering and exploration is probably the

most common. Their colony high council (or

whatever form of leadership you invent) has a

need to know what the post-apocalyptic earth is

like now. They’ll need data on inhabitants,

factions, and living conditions. Or perhaps to

investigate some new phenomenon, such as

humans’ development of psionic abilities. If

there are any threats to the colony, the

character will deal with it either through direct

action or by manipulating factions into doing the

colony’s bidding.

Resource acquisition Now that they’re on

their own, the colony has sent the character into

the wasteland to seek out needed supplies.

Nutrient sources, rare raw materials, advanced

technology, the character is their go-to

operative.

Rescue Another alien has been captured and

is being held by a human faction (who may or

may not know of their ET nature) for some

nefarious purpose. The character has been

sent to find them and get them back to the

colony, preferably without revealing their alien

origins.

Abduction The colony needs slave labor or

raw materials for further hybridization

experiments. The character is sent to either

lure or take by force a person or group of

people, once again while maintaining as much

secrecy as they can.

To win hearts and minds The character is

sent into the human world to gain as much

experience and positive reputation as possible,

and then reveal themselves to the leadership

structure of the humans to ultimately gain their

willing aid or to set up an alliance of sorts.

War/terror The character is sent (usually with

support) to terrorize or wipe out a group of

humans, mutants, or other threats deemed to

be a danger to the colony. These missions are

done with what the colony deems to be vicious

and overwhelming force. Sometimes though,

the humans are unusually skilled or well-

equipped and the mission fails.

And failure is frowned upon by ultra-rational

psychopaths.
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ZETA RETICULI GREYS

Originally hailing from Zeta Reticuli, these

Greys are what most pre-ruin humans thought

of as “aliens”. Ranging from 4 -5 feet tall, they

reproduce by cloning and are sexually

undifferentiated. A basic personality matrix is

copied into their brain at inception. The ones

encountered in the wasteland have a bit more

individuality due to what they are allowed to

learn, but still behave in a way that doesn’t

distinguish one from another amongst

themselves. Like worker bees in a hive, they all

have a job to do and get on with doing it.

Out in the wasteland though, you can expect

their personal quirks and eccentricities to

become more pronounced as they are away

from the watchful eyes of their superiors. The

Zeta Reticuli Greys are generally not aggressive

or hostile, but deviants can occur as they

attempt to learn about and from humans and as

they are traumatized by harrowing situations.

Due to their appearance, they typically pretend

to be mutants, and if several are encountered

together they will offer up the excuse of being

from the same family or ancestor. Actual

Mutants will begin to suspect that they are not

what they purport themselves to be after a

while, as they don’t behave or “feel” like

mutants.

Start the game with psionics – telepathy lvl 1

All skills are available to them, including other or

higher level psionics.

X-tech skill at level 2

STR: 2d6 INT: 4d6
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ORION GREYS

At appx 6-7 feet, these former inhabitants of

Orion are much taller than their Reticuli cousins.

They are also less empathetic towards humans,

more speciesist, and their personality types

have more hostile types present. Some

individuals, if more positively inclined, could

almost be described as “noble” and

“respectable”.

In grey-oriented colonies, they typically serve as

administrators and have a higher status.

Due to their more distinctive looks and

sometimes haughty demeanor, it is more

difficult for them to pass as human or mutant.

INT 5d6

X-tech Skill at level 3

Telepathy 1 and 1 other psionic skill at level 1.

Higher level psionics can be purchased up to

level 3 at initial character creation.
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REPTILIANS

Originally from Alpha Draconis, they purportedly

also inhabit Altair and had colonies here on

earth for some time, although their numbers

were never very many.

Towering at 6.5’ tall and 350lbs, they are strong

and are warriors by nature. They can reproduce

via eggs or by cloning. After the ruin, their

hybridization experiments came to an end but

they found themselves in a world where their

natural talents allowed them to survive quite

well. They are sometimes found among other

alien groups who have unmet security needs.

Preferring to engage in “glorious” close-in

combat, they favor powered hand weapons first,

then standard hand weapons. Then come

energy weapons and lastly human ranged

weapons.

Their most reliable explanation among human

populations is that they were GMO’s designed

in a human lab ages ago, bred for war. Non-

psionic humans usually accept this explanation,

and the ones that don’t tend to disappear.

X-tech skill at level 1 for free

Telepathy 1 but cannot advance and cannot

have any other psionics.

STR 4d6 CON 5d6

2 weapon skills at level 2 for free
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PLEIDEANS

Of the extraterrestrial castaways outlined here,

Pleideans are the most human-appearing.

They also have genders and can reproduce

without cloning. As such they have the least

difficulty interacting with humans. They are also

the most well-disposed towards them and are

curious about their ways.

They have also accepted their situation better

than most of the other groups and have small

settlements on the surface as well as

underground. The surface village will appear

post-apocalyptic in most ways while the

underground part reflects their origins.

Men average 6.5’ and women average 6’ tall.

To human eyes, they are almost universally

handsome or beautiful. CHR has its normal

connotation with this group. Personality types

include integrated emotions and they have a

strong tendency away from deviant or hostile

types, though a rare cruel individual is not

unheard of. They are generally peaceful and

prefer to use their psionics or technology to

discourage or defeat aggressors, but they

acknowledge that this new world is a savage

place and will fight well if pressed.

They strongly disagree with the other groups’

servitor/abduction/speciesist tendencies and

have been known to shelter runaways in their

communities. Those villages contain appx 30%

hybrids and appx 5% of those “in hiding”. They

are actively interested in psionic abilities and

will go out of their way to research new methods

or powers. Pictured here is a female in

wastelander trader garb preparing for such a

research outing.

INT 5d6 DEX 4d6 CHR 12 + 2d6

X tech level 2 Survival (wasteland and local

area) level 3 Telepathy 1 and 1 other psionic

skill

Wastelander factional knowledge lvl 4
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SERVITORS/OTHER ALIENS

Many of the more common alien groups will

abduct/modify humans as labor drones in their

communities or will use other alien species that

were captured and placed in stasis long ago to

serve due to their unique talents. PC’s may

have run away or have been discarded into the

wasteland.

Or this category could represent other less

common types of aliens that have a hidden

community that the PC wishes to hail from. Get

together with the gamemaster to work out the

details of the back-story.

Stats vary: One stat at 5d6, another at 4d6. 1

stat at 2d6 One free skill at level 1. Psionics

available but must be purchased out of skill

points.
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HYBRIDS

As previously mentioned, many of the more

common alien species engage in

hybridization with humans and mutants.

This is to create beings that can better

interact with and infiltrate human groups.

Hybrids can also be split into genders,

which is a more robust method of

reproduction in post-apocalyptic conditions.

Perhaps sometime in the future they can

somehow genetically graft humans’

hardiness and fertility back into their own

species’ and stave off their eventual

extinction. But for now there are more

pressing matters.

Hybrids have a lower status in alien society

due to their mixed genetic inheritance and

many alien groups’ inherent speciesism.

To humans and mutants, they appear

somewhat different but still well within their

sensibilities. They were designed that way

after all. Charisma (CHR) has a unique

connotation with hybrids. High charisma

means that their alien and human

characteristics have blended in such a way

as to positively accentuate each other, at

least to human eyes. Low charisma brings

out the stranger alien characteristics, and

those are described as “weird” or “creepy”

by humans.

Create the character with human roles

along the lines of the “Into the Wasteland”

supplement.

X-tech skill level 1 and Telepathy 1 for free.

Any other skills or psionics must come out

of the normal points allocation.

Pictured at right: A rather tall hybrid female

with CHR rating of appx 16 accompanied

by a more servitor-oriented hybrid with

CHR of appx 7. Both are equipped for a

wasteland mission, but as you can see the

taller can use human clothes and chooses

them to blend in better, at least at a

distance.
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Masterminds are a plot device that you can

construct your campaigns with. In a way, they’re

the plot device. They’re the center around which

all of your other plot-lines and scenarios rotate.

Wasteland I and II used the Cochise A.I. as their

Mastermind. Spewing out death machines and

causing havoc in the wasteland, the Cochise AI was

a prime example of a well-written and thought-out

Mastermind that was successfully resurrected to

even greater effect in Wasteland II.

There’s no reason you couldn’t make one of your

own. A shadow council of regular humans could

easily have a similar effect in your campaign. A

storyline from my campaign was The Cartel, a

group of pre-ruin mega-wealthy elite industrialists

who knew what was coming and squirreled away a

pre-fabricated city, which was re-built after the ruin.

Now eighty-something years after, their

descendants rule over a small empire where

technological progress didn’t just stop, and

they’ve once again grown curious as to what

resources the outside world has to offer. And

they’re not exactly interested in philanthropy.

Or extraterrestrials could be trying to infiltrate a

human faction to use it as an arm for military action

and conquest. Or maybe just to continue their sick

experiments. Or purely for savage entertainment.

Or …horror upon horrors…. A mutant war leader

has been taught to read! After devouring tactical

and strategic treatise after treatise, they now favor

themselves the new Alexander (or Alexandra) of the

wasteland and the mutant hordes are now on the

march!

There are so many neat ideas out there in Sci-Fi

and Post-Apoc land to look at. Explore…..and

introduce your players to the best of them.

And may your Uzi never jam!


